
           
   
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
      
  

Mathematics 
Over the duration of the week we would be exploring 
addition and subtraction. Please find the learning 
outcomes below.  
 
o Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly 

large numbers and decimals to two decimal places. 
o Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4  

digits and decimals with two decimal places, including 
using formal written methods (columnar addition and  
subtraction). 

o Choose an appropriate strategy to solve a calculation 

based upon the numbers involved . 
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Science 
In this week’s science lesson, we would be 
exploring friction. 
You can explore friction at home by rolling 
cars down ramps made from different 
materials observing how different materials 
allow the car to move.   
 

Please find this week’s areas of study and learning 
outcome. PurpleMash tasks will be live as of 9:00am on 
Monday. 
Stay safe! 
 

St. Anne’s Church of England (A) Primary School   
Ashworth Road 
Lancashire 
BB4 9JE 
Telephone: 01706 214081   Be Awesome, Shine Bright! 

English 
In English, we would be exploring the following learning outcomes: 
 
o To create complex sentences with relative clauses using pronouns 

‘which’, and ‘whose’. 
o To create complex sentences with –ed openers.  
o To create complex sentences with –ing openers.  
o To create complex sentences with simile openers.  
 

Independent Write 

o Write a narrative based on your home reading book. 

Creative Curriculum 
History  
In history we would be continuing to explore the Ancient Egyptians, this week we would have been exploring the Ancient Egyptian dynasty further and sequencing events in 
chronological order – PurpleMash. 
 
Art  
Through Art lessons we would be drawing focusing on artwork found in Ancient Egyptian tombs.  
 
Spanish  
In Spanish, we would be continuing to explore ‘el transporte’ – PurpleMash.  
 
Computing 
In Computing, we would be continuing to explore spreadsheets and databases. I have set this week’s task on PurpleMash, it can be found under ‘To do’s’. 
 
Religious Education   
In RE we would be exploring the Easter story further discussing Jesus’ sacrifice.   
 
Physical Education  
PE with Joe Wicks is a fantastic way to start the day and get some physical activity into your day (9:00am on YouTube). 
 
P.S.H.E   
What life skills could the children be taught this week?  
Could children be taught how to make Easter crispy cakes?   
 
 


